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The installation, operation and maintenance of
blowdown heat recovery systems
Electrical connection

Continued from AI-P404-07

Pump

Pump
The pump should be situated in a vertical pipe pumping upwards. This
position ensures that the pump shaft is horizontal which reduces the
thrust bearing load and ensures positive air purging from both the rotor
chamber and impeller housing. Where pumps can only be installed in
horizontal pipework, it is imperative that the pump shaft is horizontal, or
slightly higher at the vent plug end. The shaft must not fall below the
horizontal plane, even by a few degrees, as this causes premature wear
of the top bearing and shaft. Pumps are not to be installed with the shaft
in the vertical plane, as this may lead to dry running of the top bearing,
noise and possible pump failure. Try to position the pump motor away
from hot surfaces and allow access to the switch on the terminal box.
Ensure that the pump is not stressed by the pipework and that the
pipework is properly supported either side of the pump. If necessary use
proprietary mounting brackets. Pipework downstream of the pump is to
match the outlet connection of the pump including the isolating valve.
Arrows on the pump base indicate the water flow direction through the
pump. When connecting the pump to pipework, the gasket and union
nut should be assembled dry. It is not necessary to use any sealants.
Ensure that the gasket is positioned correctly and tighten the union nut
firmly. Do not over tighten and take care not to displace or distort the
gasket. The pump should not be subjected to extremes of temperature.
Do not attempt to start the pump until the system has been filled with
water and both the pump and system have been vented. To avoid any
possible sediment do not fit the pump in the lowest part of the system
and position the take off point from the cold treated water storage tank
above the base of the tank. The return line should be below the lowest
water level in the storage tank. The minimum inlet pressure to avoid
cavitation of the pump is equivalent to 2.5m head of water. It is
recommended therefore that the pump is installed at least 2.5m below
the lowest water level of the cold treated water storage tank.

Contactor overload protection is not required for these pumps.
A 3 amp fuse must be fitted in conjunction with a proprietary switch
capable of disconnecting the electricity supply to the motor. The
cable size to be used is 3 core, 0.75mm². The cable should be
capable of withstanding a minimum temperature of 80°C. Remove
the terminal box screw and cover. Thread the cable through the
gland and connect as indicated in the wiring diagram. Tighten the
cable gland to ensure that the cable is gripped securely. Replace
the terminal box cover and fasten securely.
WARNING : This pump must be earthed.

HTS 3
Run sufficient 3 core electrical connecting cable to reach the HTS3
installation position without being under tension. Remove the HTS3
cover by undoing the central retaining screw and connect the cable
as shown in the wiring diagram. Replace and secure the cover. The
HTS3 is double insulated and no earth connection is required.
WARNING : Disconnect mains supply before removing the cover.
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Commissioning
General
Following the installation and wiring of the blowdown heat recovery
system and prior to refilling the cold treated water storage tank as
required all isolating valves should be closed. Ensure that the auto
TDS system is isolated from the flash vessel until commissioning of
the recovery system is complete. Turn the dial of the HTS3 clockwise
to read an arbitrary figure and ensure that the voltage supply to the
pump is off. Never run the pump whilst the system is dry or before
the pump has been vented.

Heat Exchanger
Confirm that the plate pack length is correct to the following table
(shown overleaf.)
Pack length

Thermostat
The HTS3 thermostat should be installed on the pipework leading
from the flash vessel drain to the heat exchanger inlet, near to the
heat exchanger, allowing easy access to the setting arrow. The
base of the HTS3 should be held in good contact with the metal of
the pipe removing insulation as required. The plastic covered spring
fixing cable should be cut to an unstretched length slightly less than
the circumference of the pipe and the hook and eyelet screwed into
the ends. Stretch the cable round the pipe and position it in the
groove across the front of the HTS3. Engage the hook and eyelet.
Local regulations may restrict the use of this product to below the conditions quoted.
In the interests of development and improvement of the product, we reserve the right to change the specification.
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Heat Exchanger
Type
HE6
HE10
HE14
HE22
HE28
HE30
HE36
HE42
HE48
HE60

Plate Pack Length
(mm)
73.2
30.5
42.7
67.1
85.4
91.5
109.8
128.1
146.4
183.0

Tolerance
(+/-)
1.2 / 0
0.5 / 0
0.7 / 0
1.1 / 0
1.4 / 0
1.5 / 0
1.8 / 0
2.1 / 0
2.4 / 0
3.0 / 0

Gradually open the isolating valve leading from the cold treated
water storage tank to the heat exchanger inlet. Static pressure must
be increased slowly to spare the gaskets any undue stress. Open
the isolating valve down stream of the pump. Open the isolating
valve on the remaining heat exchanger inlet.

Pump / HTS 3
Close the isolating valves either side of the pump i.e. on the pump
outlet and on the heat exchanger inlet. Slacken the vent plug and
remove carefully. Normally the amount of water escaping will be
minimal. Take care that water does not enter the terminal box. Insert
a small screwdriver into the slot in the shaft end and rotate several
times to ensure that the shaft is free to move. Replace the vent plug
but do not tighten. Open the isolating valves either side of the pump
as previously described. Switch on the power supply to the system.
Using a screwdriver turn the setting arrow of the HTS3 fully anticlockwise. The setting marks outside the temperature scale provide
a positive on and off position. Only when fully anti-clockwise should
the pump come on. When any remaining air has escaped and water
only is present tighten the vent plug. The pump may be noisy when
first switched on due to air remaining in the chamber this should
cease after a few minutes running. If noise persists then re-vent.
Position the HTS3 setting arrow to the desired temperature for
switching. 65°C is recommended as a typical setting on this
application but if this is not exactly suitable it may be adjusted later.
The requirement being that the pump should run whenever there is
any useful heat to recover. WARNING : Do not start the pump
until the system has been filled with water and both the pump
and system have been vented in accordance with the above
instructions.

Maintenance
Daily
There are no specific checks to be carried out daily on this system.

Weekly
Take a boiler water sample and check the TDS. Adjust the blowdown
controller accordingly. Observe the system under operating conditions
for any system faults. Open the flash vessel drain valve whilst there
is flow from the TDS system and check that the vessel drain is clear.
Operate the isolating valves throughout the system to ensure that
they do not seize. Check that the residual blowdown discharge rate
increases as the blowdown valve opens. When the valve closes
check that the residual blowdown discharged to drain eventually
stops.

Annually
Examine the blowdown valve for any damage and replace parts as
required. Normally it is not necessary to open a heat exchanger until
it is so dirty that its function is impaired. When required open the
heat exchanger according to the manufacturers dismantling
instructions and clean each plate separately. Cleaning with the
plates in the frame is recommended. Clean the plates using a water
jet not an abrasive brush. If removed the exchanger plates must be
numbered to ensure that they are assembled correctly after cleaning.
Inspect the float trap on the flash vessel drain and clear out any
deposits checking for any wear of the internals and free movement
in all components. Re-commission the system. For the maintenance
instructions of TDS systems refer to separate literature.

TDS System
For commissioning of auto TDS systems refer to separate literature.
Open up the TDS blowdown to the flash vessel. By blowing down
through the auto-TDS system check the operation of the blowdown
heat recovery system and adjust the HTS3 switching temperature if
required. Observe in particular the operating pressure of the flash
vessel that should not exceed 0.5 bar g under normal conditions and
that the heat exchanger is working correctly. The temperature of the
residual blowdown flowing to drain will be below 40°C in most cases
but this depends on the temperature of the water in the cold treated
water tank.

Operation
Boiler water at saturation temperature is blown down from the boiler
through a valve to the flash vessel. A percentage of this blowdown
water will flash to steam as its pressure is reduced typically to 0.2 bar g.
The flash steam is allowed to separate in the flash vessel and is
then directly introduced into the feedtank through a steam distributor.
This increases the temperature within the feedtank thus reducing
heating requirements and driving off corrosion-causing dissolved
oxygen. Also reduced is the quantity of expensive treated water
required to replenish the feedtank. Residual blowdown from the
flash vessel flows through a float trap to the heat exchanger where
its heat content is used to raise the temperature of water from the
cold, treated water storage tank. The circulating pump is
thermostatically controlled to ensure that it only runs when the
system receives blowdown and there is useful heat to be recovered.
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